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/Petmoveto after using this command, you must specify the place where your pet will go after that. /Dominate; Battle /Cancelform /Fire Fire Fire (Ferral) (); Fiembra Fire in the form of a bear or cat, this macro uses the Fire Fire spell (wild), in the form of a spell it is just a fairy fire. You can add "target" after any vasal unit id to select the objective of
that unit. The parameters depend on the command, some commands do not require parameters. indoors - indoors. In our case, it is necessary to choose topics such as: repair work; services; electrician; plumbing and other narrow ones. In addition, publishing such ads increases the load of employees that have to explain to customers that this company
cannot process an incoming order. Types of orientation To better understand how much it works, it must become familiar with the main types of orientation. There is an example of a macro that uses to select Shield Bash or Pummel depending on what he is using: #Show Shield Bash; Pummel /Cast Shield Bash; Defensive position; Pummel; Berserker
score The #SHow line is used to show a Shield Bash or Pummel icon. The next macro is an example of such a case. Predetermined objective command key Objective /objective /focus target /startTack OBJECTIVE OBJECTIVE /PETATTACK PETTARGET OBJECTIVE 1.5. Conditional jumps now see the complete list of conditions and what they mean.
Combat 1.5.15. The criteria consist of zero or more sets of conditions. For details about the type list, see and . In the second part, we will immerse ourselves in the nature of macro writing and consider many subtleties and nuances. For the sake of these examples, Macros 2 and 3 are in multibarleftbutton2 and multibarleftbutton3, Postures are used
only in situations where certain skills can be used in some way. In addition, there are objectives that cannot be helped and cannot be The game will recognize the macro as a spell, show the cooling and distance to the target. (So a little) this would be a long job. It is possible to use this world, you can establish not only a specific time of the day, but
also the days in sã. . The simplest use of the approach is the key task. Another problem is that you can point someone 100 yards away that you really don't need. 1.5.1. Complete list of conditions there is a complete list of macros available in the system. To date, the basis is often used during SEO optimization. The use of a combination of different
guidelines of orientation allows you to take advantage of advertising and increase the amount of income received through the sale of products or the provision of services. In contact with a Cogwheel Guide continuction to write macros. Equipped: (used) allows you to determine if a given element type is used. Analysis of the question: leadership: What
is it? It should be said that this advertising can reduce the level of workload in the employees of the company. It would be great now not only to understand that it is in Alterac Valley, but also dodge the arrows while covering your cure. This information may include information about the company itself and the products it offers. In fact, there are
special exceptions to this rule. As a result, the villain died and the plague remained. Empty parameters and conditions One of the causes of macro errors is to write an empty paramimeter. To facilitate your life, the command /castingnce was created. The orientation online allows you to show advertising banners according to the interests of visitors to
the information platform, the main task of the main task of the directed advertising is to transmit information about the supply of the advertiser to the target public. But some The tasks that macros can do have been good for the state and Blizzard blessing as options for /Foundation invocation ritual Note: Spell names The command /cast is very
demanding about how writing spell names. The separator "," (coma) can be considered as the word "and". You can eliminate the "objective" in the end, since the command /focus is predetermined to its current objective. There are some examples:/Cast Smith \ ___/\ ___/| || - Parameter - Command /Petattack \ _________ /V | || Parameters (empty) |
Command/castsequence reset = target immolate, corruption, agonio curses, syphon life \ ___________/\ ________________________________________________________________/| | The command parameter options for macros allow you to select a set of options based on several criteria. /Use a heavy netherweave bandage in addition to establishing an objective for
the action to be carried out, the option also establishes the objective for condition tests. You can specify the name of the pet or its type (Voidwalker, Jabalã, IMP, wolf, etc.). It is important to keep in mind that this advertising is used not only by commercial entities, but also by educational institutions, organizations of Cride and entertainment projects.
The main objective of orientation is the interaction with a narrow consumption group aimed at using the services or goods of the advertiser. An example allows hunters to emulate positions with aspects: /swapationbar 1 2 /casting aspect of the hawk; Aspect of the bonusbar mono: 1/ã ¢ â‚¬ .../5 Any of the classes whose action bars are based on certain
conditions (postures, stealthy mode, possession, etc.) Use a "additional bonus bar". Using the approach, the approach is the identification of the objective, as well as Target, Player or Raidpet1Target (see for more details). /List [@Mouseover, Help] Flash de Luz or [@] Against unit parameters Parameters. There are two functions dependent on the
focus on the MENãº of direct accesses of the keyboard: focus and destination approach. In addition, the use of this world is allowed in situations in which a special system on the website of the advertising advertiser is installed interact with customers automatically. After that, demographic configurations are established. If the name is poorly written
or the unit is far from you, then your goal will not change. /Equate takes the name of the element and moves it to a slide slot, as well as clicking on the right bot of an element. For example, it means "if any posture is enabled" (ã Étil for all classes with positions, except combatants, since they are always in a position). Examples of such spells are
stealth, shot, mass dissipation (green cãrculo when launched). But everything when then becomes bored and should be understood. This is the reason why Paladin Auras (even if they are in the form panel) and the aspects of the hunters are not positions. If a command cannot find true conditions, it will not be executed at all. Unfortunately, this macro
will also go to unwanted units (for example, cadins). To help him with all this, there is a simple table with number: Warrior Druid Priest Rogue Shaman Rack 1 Battle Bear Shadowform Stealth Stealth Wolf Rack Rack 2 RACK AUGTICAL DEFENSIVE 3 Berserker Cat Rack 4 Travel Rack 5 MK/Tol Rack 6 ::::::: If the Druid does not have the required
form, all the highest numbers move in the table. However, in the majority of cases, we are not allowed to establish conditions for one unit, but to act on another. Returning to the complexity. The majority of spells and some elements have a global cooling (GCD) that prevents you from doing too many actions at the same time. Let's look at the scheme
of this macro: /petattack [@focus, dava]; \ _________/ \ ____________/ V V V | | | | | Opción command | | Parameters (empty) | | | Options (empty) | Parameters (empty) As you can see, there are not enough set of options and parameters. If you use an objective, wow will allow you to establish another or A default objective if you are not configured. Dead:
The goal is dead. In this case, I will want to use an empty condition set that always returns true. Since these virtual clicks are specific of specific accessories, not diving diving Additional explanations. Modifier: The SHIFT/CTRL/ALT (MOD) modifier keys are a good way to save space in the action bars, so as a way of making certain decisions. For
example, /Target Party1 addresses the first person in your group. You can also add an option "1" to ride a bicycle through the objectives in reverse order (/targetenemy 1 works such as pressing Shift-Tab). First you must create a macro and, instead of "ability", insert a skill like; ATUDENCE, fear, tornado ... well, I think everything is clear here. Note:
Infusion (channeling) is not the same as the launch of regular spells. All options will be revealed in detail later. channeling 1.5.11. Visit a large number of sites dedicated to this topic to discover all the characteristics of the inter -product product for it. Then you could return to the target for a damage and activate the next macro when you need to re apply your transformation into a sheep. At the highest level, it has a set of groups of criteria/parameters separated by semicolons. Specifications: 1/2 - Current active specification. To write a macro with it, it must be completely correct in the spelling, punctuation and space. It works at the beginning only for offensive spells. The entire script must be
written in a line. For example: /Stopcasting /Cast Shadowburn disassembly forces you to disassemble. "None" - without unity. If not, go to the next condition. According to one of the previous examples, we can conclude that it is inappropriate for a company that operates in Krasnodar works with consumers from all over Russia. Geographically directed
advertising can be divided into two separate categories: extended and local. The Macros 2 and 3 will be very very important if possible. Note that we could use the condition in a equipment /cast, instead of separating it with Command /Stopmacro. "Raidpetn" - Pet of the only member of the vent. Each of the conditions in turn will be discussed with
more detail later in the guide. PET 1.5.14. 1.5.14. - Floating. This is the equivalent where n is the number of frame. Not experienced, the players were prepared in stages for the game in Sã, because they did not work and asked. Scripts The Wow interface is controlled by code that is written in the Lua command sequences language. If it is true, the
control is transferred to the command /punish with the Flash Heal paragraph. The same verification of the friendship of the objective occurs here, but this time it determines whether the objective of its objective is friendly. Now the macro verifies the state. These shares include contacting the company, buying products, add products to the basket with
the post -purchase itself or use services. In this case, the demonstration of ads 24 hours is inappropriate, since advertiser employees may not interact with their audience outside the work hours. To increase the effectiveness of this world, experts recommend identifying "hot hours." Each set of conditions is provided within the square supports.
However, this does not apply to conditioning parasications (described below). Can you imagine what was a public boom! Blizzard launched for the first time an update in which the main villain causes the plague Villano and he did not know how to stop the plague. As you can see in the previous simple examples, the command is executed from left to
right. It allows you to choose the desired action depending on the active pet. ,,, and all include if they are true. You can also specify a name or unit of unity, then the pet will attack a specific unit. At the highest level, set sets of criteria/options separated by semi -olons. If the company can take orders and Incoming calls at any time, the value is "24/7".
In fact, depending on the implementation in particular, it is To do without facilitator /click. There is an illustration of the general syntax: /command [conditions] [more conditions]; [Conditions] Parameters ... General syntax options All commands of the console basically work in the same way. Remember that Target will assign the focus to whoever
currently is your goal. Here is the pseudo code, as a transcription of what does the second line of the macro: if the shield is on and I am in the battle or the defensive posture, then /melting of the foundation shield of the contrary, if the Shield is equipped /defensive f setback posture otherwise, if I am in a Berserker posture, then /cast pummel
otherwise /Berserker posture of Fundició de Fundición here there is another macro that gives Overpower his power: /equip a position of crystallized war war battle; Supervotation channeling: usually, if you unfounded a spell (that is, channel it) and start launching another, will interrupt the infusion process. This can be ostile for classes with buffs:
/cast Arcane Brilliance; Arcane intellect If you are in a group, the macro will generally emit arcane brilliance. Once the focus objective is established, the destination ID can be used for all the commands. Some of the other variables and their predetermined conditions (with much less scope for use) are: AutoloottoGGLE (SHIFT) - Automatic collection
elements Stickycamera (Ctrl) - Static Splitstack (SHIFT) - Splitting Stacks Pickpact (SHIFT) - ACCIN To choose UP CompaLeitems (SHIFT) - compare OpenLBAGS (SHIFT) Condition, the opcion allows its macro to respond directly, depending on the mouse boton is used to activate the macro. Imagine that food for your He is always in the first slot of
his backpack. : It can be inventory slot, element type, element subtype. To do this, insert the spell and the message through /p in the macro: /polymorph /p sheep %t! Note: the macro begins all at once, so it will say its Just after starting the spell. It is possible that, using this tool, the advertiser has the opportunity to spend more effectively the budget
for advertising campaign. In the field of marketing, "orientation" is one of the varieties of advertising techniques aimed at achieving the maximum efficiency. The basic syntax is as follows: Reset = n/target/combat/shift/alt/ctrl where n is the number of seconds of inactivity after which the macro will be restored. The main advantage of this world is to
attract only interested users. To obtain the maximum result of placing an ad, you must choose the right sites where the ad is placed. Demográfica This marketing tool is often used when performing an advertising campaign on social networks. These do all differ only in the precise of the data determination. Without options, /Focus will assign its
objective as a focus, and /Clearfocus will erase your approach. A comma is the same as "and". Help: You can launch friendly spells in the target dam ) "The given boton is pressed (BTN): the macro activated with given mouse boton ) "The specified enchantment is being channeled the action bar (bar): the pigin of the given action bar is selected
bonusbar ¢ â‚¬, the specified bonus bar is an active pet: the specified pet is Available combat - in the swimming mounted in combat - in the water flying - ride a flying flying flying, in a spot where interior flying mounts are allowed, indoors in the open air, to the Free, the party, the objective is a member of your party vessel, the objective is a member
of your group or group of raids, you are a member of the group specified the aid and the damage determines whether the objective exists. If the desired desired It is not yet found, the macro will move to the next condition ,. (The fanatic will be pleasantly baffled. For example, if you oriel will guide me and will be forced to point to Yriel. Alternate the
skills the command /cast on some of the spells immediately . Now you can use a macro to turn a mafia into a sheep at the right time: /cast in scripts [@focus] What are scripts for? The conditions can be specified in any order, but it is always taken into account First, before any other condition. The one that will be passed to the command if there is no
objective. Blizzard provides many APIs used in the scripts to control the interface. The conditions in themselves are constructed from several blocks. Other cutting commands that we have covered the basic concepts and now I want to introduce other cutting commands. If we used with ã ã ã ã ito the spell, the macro passes to the next. Below a list of

all the equipment with its equipment with its s key objectives and predetermined objectives, if applicable. It is verified if you can launch a cure spell on the objective. There were no missions assistants (more precisely, they were, but it was necessary a bit confused to put) it was interesting to explore the world. A criterion consists of zero or more sets
of conditions. To better understand how this tool works, consider a practical example. Imagine a person who wants to buy a washing machine through the Internet. The answer is simple. For example, it is a life condition that something will only happen when it is not in combat. /Swapationbar 1 2 Cancel Buffs The command /cancellation allows you to
cancel unnecessary fans. If you want to transfer only macros, you must copy World of Warcraft \ WTF \ ACCOUNT \ ACCOUNNAME \ MACROS-Cache.txt for General Macros and World of Warcraft \ WTF \ ACCOUND \ \ Yourname \ yourcharectername \ Macros-Cache. TXT for specific characters macros. The fourth line is necessary because /approach
objective does not restore the objective if it does not have a focus set approach It is, the fifth line will select its previous objective). In other words, if it does not have a goal, it will return false. And both return "true" if there is a goal to launch the spell. When choosing this guideline, it is very important to establish geographical parameters, otherwise,
the advertising link will be shown to all people who comply with the previous criteria. In addition, there are some objectives that cannot be helped or damaged (players with pvp off, pets without combat, escort missions, etc.). Next, we propose to talk about a concept such as orientation and consider all its meanings. The orientation (of the English
objective, the objective, the objective) is a set of all that segments users according to a series of indicators that the advertising technique is used considered. to maximize the participation of the objective public in the advertising campaign. For example, /Target Party1 will go to the first member of your group. Note: It was possible to remove the check
and the macro would work almost in the same way. POST The macro behaves exactly as if you were only throwing a spell spell spell. People gave the amount to which they were dictated. Or the healer can establish the main tank of the raid as the focus. Raid: an objective in your group or vent. Then we propose to consider the principle of operation of
this marketing tool. Principle that works to better understand the essence of orientation, one must consider practical examples. And will return at least if there is a goal. A couple of teams have "key objectives" as their main objectives for these teams. "Focus": The current player approach. Channel: - Maintain the specified spell. Insecure commands
such as chat commands, emoticies, They can be executed in Scripts LUA with the command /execute. In some cases, it is allowed to indicate neighboring cities and settlements located in this region. Address: a selection selection Everything, and the concentration in a group that meets the temporary specified criteria this method is more appropriate
to use in combination with contextual advertising. Saving a goal for future actions The command /focus allows you to keep your goal so that you can return to the latest. /cast renew; Word shadow: pain during the execution of this macro, the state is verified. The conditions in Sã consist of some blocks. Let's combine two commands - /cast and /target:
/target blackwing Mage /Cast Scourge of Agony If there is no alwing Blackwing magician nearby, then someone will go to someone with a name that begins with m or ma. If this is a friendly goal, then the macro loses its meaning completely. As a general rule, such ads are placed in those resources that belong to the same category as the advertiser's
website. For example, your current objective can be selected using the "objective" unit ID. In addition, this time is often used by marketing specialists. With a complement such as Focusframe ( , it will have a separate panel for a cure of more easily. Some of the conditions also require their own set of parameters. In the case of all advanced, the
advertiser interacts with users of a specific region. equivalent to . An entrepreneur who wants to promote his Internet business must choose one of the exchanges where advertising will be purchased. When configuring the orientation, the geographical parameters are established first. A set of options begins with a colon ":" And each option is
separated by a forward cut "/" which means "or". General syntax of macro options All cutting commands work with the same principle. If there is no one under the cursor or the objective is hostile, the macro will simply throw a flash of light if the option of In itself you are enabled. Suppose the autocastated variable means "if the modifier to launch
spells automatically is enabled." By default, this is Alt (keeping the ALT key while throwing You will try to throw them yourself), although some of the accessories allow you to change this. Once you have assigned an approach, you can use it as a unit ID in other commands. The "virtual click" can generally be ignored, but if you are using a complement
to modify the action bars, it can be ostile. This is not discussed, but the situation can change in the future. The simplest macro looks like: /target vasya /target seeks coincidences between the letters he writes and the objectives around him. In my opinion, the generation is growing and the interests are changing now, it is not enough to only launch a
"fireball" to someone. First, as you can see in the "Nodead" example, you can add "no" before the condition to obtain the opposite value. However, you can designate certain racks for which you want to verify. Therefore, you can make the following macro switch: /cast mind control /cancellation mind control All classes with pets should evaluate the
usefulness of this option. The commands that allow options only "safe" commands respond to macro options. /Using this form allows you to use an element in a specific slot. Here there is a simple example of the use of Shield Bash's ability in defensive or battle positions, but if Berserker's posture is active, it changes to the defensive. If the condition is
true, the word of the shadow is used: the pain is used. /Targenemy is like pressing the tab, and /targetfriend is like ctrl-tab. /Focus /Stopmacro /Cast Polymorph The first line establishes the approach in its current objective (or restores the approach if there is no objective), depending on one of the following situations: it does not have a hostile
approach (unless it is really friendly or not exists) your approach is dead, it holds a modifying boton (if you want to change the focus while you are already configured) Second line of the macro does not run if it has no focus. However, if it does not have an objective or it is impossible to launch friendly or offensive spells, you will receive an error
message or, depending on depending The spell, a selection cursor of objectives. Imagine that you are a wizard and want to announce your group when you shear someone. Consider this macro: /petattack; For not initiated, it seems that I am sending a pet to an objective in the approach if it is hostile and nothing more. Keep in mind that in some cases
you can do without. We use the following macro to change between them: /Equipset DPS; Tank if you have a shield in your hands, then you will use the DPS set, otherwise, the established tank. /Targetlasttarget, /targetlastfriend, /targetlastemy and the first command will highlight its previous objective. For example, the raid lãder told him to make a
complement to a sheep. "Partypetn" - the pet of the fare member of the party. Terms will now present the list of conditions and what they mean. Use of articles and accessories Everything is very simple. What are macros in the approach? She uses a list of spells and elements separated by commas. "Objective" restores the sequence when the objective
changes, "combat", when he leaves the battle, "shift", "alt" and "ctrl", when he activates the macro with the corresponding key pressed. As the practice shows, only the great organizations that have a call center in their staff, which operates twenty -four hours a day, can use such configurations. "Mouseover": the unit that is (or was recently) under the
mouse pointer. Comando /target clear, but exactly the same behaves. Using normal macros, spell spears in your current goal. Again, for the sake of clarity, a key objective is one in which it can be used and will allow the team for a more objective. It will mean "any of the racks, except 1 or 2" empty parameters, confusion arises when commands are
used that do not require parameters. Analysis of the question: Objective: which is in simple words, we can conclude that this tool Obligate the interested user to take a specific specifier. These soil pages apply to the lower accion bar Izquierda visible en la predetermined interfaz. YO EMPEZARE EMPTAZARE What you can't do with scripts. The
simplest form means that it is found in any of the positions. The simplest use of the focus is to use it with keyboard shortcuts. Otherwise, an objective cannot be verified or unable to launch a ã ostile spell in the objective), the following condition is verified. In fact, safe commands are the reason for which the options arose. The cities extinguished and
only strengths remained. This world is used by placing banner links through special sites. But we divide the macro into its components: /petattack; \ _________/ \ __________________/ V V V | | | | | Command options | | Parameters (empty) | || Options (empty) | Parameters (empty) Do you spend the additional set of options and empty parameters? Help: You
can launch a ã Étil spell on the goal. However, this link does not take advantage of the approach. But what do you now? The orientation allows you to show advertisements to the objective public, which leads to an increase in the effectiveness of the advertising message. There are several ways to remember an objective. The most common error when
writing a macro is to add an additional semicolon at the end, which leads to unexpected technical problems. Suppose you want to include in a macro so that during normal use a spell performs, and when the modifier button is pressed, another: /cast Flash Heal; Greater cure, of course, the modifier botón can be specified specifically, for example, it
means "change or control." Any instant spell or not GCD can be followed by another. PET:- The specified pet is active. Sample someone for the bust. The combination of the commands /cast and /target allows you to change the objective when clicking on the macro. As a general rule, the world in consideration is used by those members that attend the
applications received from customers only The business schedule. It is often used to prevent a macro from being classified automatically (/healing wave of melting). Empty conditions must sometimes launch a spell in a specific objective under certain conditions, but for The magic to function normally if these conditions are not met. There is where
Blizzard gained. Since there are no conditions here, it will always be true, which will make Flash Heal throw in the player himself. This nuance requires a specific example: approach objective here, the "key objective" is the focus. If before that you did not have an objective, then the team will do nothing. Modifier: SHIFT/CTRL/ALT or MOD:
SHIFT/CTRL/ALT - holding the specified boton. Commands Support options command list that support options: #Show #SHowTooltip /Town Hall /Cancela /Cane Petautocastoff /Petautocaston /Petdefensive /Petfoolw /Petpassive /Petstay /Startattack /Stopattack /Stopcasting /Stopmacro /Swapactionbar /Target /Targetenemy /Targetfriend
/TargetstartTart /Targetparty The macro options system allows us to establish the objective of many actions. For example, when a priest controls the mind of an objective, the action bar uses the "bonus" bar " # 5. But this is a great risk to neighbors, you have to rebuild everything, but it is worth it. Specifically, Blizzard did not want to confuse people
who used the point and coma ";"; in the chat. This means that if you put these commands in a different order, the effect will be the same. If you want to use a macro and not immediately turn off these skills, place an exclamation sign in front of the name of the spell. This macro will throw a flash of light on the target under the mouse cursor. Macro
options are a way to control macros actions based on various information. To take a gun to a slide slot: /equip the ABISAL ax To equip an accessory in the lower slot: /Equipslot 14 Carrot on a stick, imagine that we have kept two sets of things. stuff. Bar 1.5.13. The team works from left to right. /Targetemy /targetenemy 1 /targetfriend /targetfriend 1
/targetenemyplayer, /targetfriendplayer these teams take turns to go to a particular type of player's carcter. Botónic numbers 1 to 5 correspond to the left, right or medium buttons, and buttons 4 and 5 (if your mouse has one). Note: You can only use these commands once per macro. This company operates only in the city of Tver. An example of use
would be aspects of a hunter. If the State is true, then the renewal spell is executed and the macro continues to the next line. The point and coma is treated as "more" (otherwise) or "otherwise if" (otherwise if). Party: The goal in your group. In our case, the users of these services are women of twenty years old or more. In conclusion, thematic
configurations are established. If you want to use options for macros with insecure commands, there are accessories that provide this option. "Pet" is the current player of the player. To give an immediate example, the next macro will renew a friendly goal and a word of shadow: pain in a hostile one. If the command /say could use options for macros,
the following example would print only "hello": /greet; I am a rookie here there is a list of all the safe commands available in wow: #SHow * #SHowTooltip * /assistance /cancellation /cancerform /cast /castrandom /castequence /changeactionbar /Clearfocus /Cleartarget /Click /Disassembly /Equipment + /Equipslot + + /focus /petagressive /petattack
/petautocastoff /petautocaston /petautocasttoggle /petdefensive /petfollow /petpassive /petstay /startattack /stopattack /stopcasting /stopmacro /swapactionbar /target /targetenemy /targetexact /targetfriend /targetlastenemy /targetlastfriend /targetlasttarget /targetparty /targettraid / USERANDOM * #SHOW AND #SHOWTOOLTIP ARE NOT
TEATUALLY SAFE COMMANDS, BUT BUT in macro options such as /use and /cast. Applications first remember the objective, so you must now explain how the macros work, if Change or what is established there (ctrl or alt), then the capacity will apply to the approach (to the memorized objective), if the change is not pressed, then the capacity will
apply to the objective. Then they will analyze each of them with more detail. For example: /Cancelform /Use Giant Healing Pocion Stop Casting /Stopcasting is a very ã ostile command in "Pynic situations" when you need to stop the spell that is launching at any time and start throwing another. This will give the exact name of the spell in the macro,
including modifiers such as Druid for Mangle. If you want to specify that 2 modifiers are needed at the same time :. + /Equ and /Equipslot are also technically insecure, since their abilities are exposed to macro accessories and scripts. Simply click on the objective with the right mouse bottle and select "Remember the goal"; Create macro /focus select
the objective and click on this macro; Assign a boton, open the "key assignment" there, look for "remember the objective" and assign the key you want, use select the objective and click on the boton assigned. /Bash of Casto Escuro; Defensive possession in normal language, we write "if we are in posture 1 or 2, then we use Shield Bash, otherwise we
change to a defensive position." Note: "No" for all the condition and all its parameters. Right click: Always disassemble. /Flash of light with parameters of the unit Some commands allow you to directly use the destination IDs as your parameters. Keep in mind that it does not mean the same as. The information about the visited sites is stored in special
browser files. If the company provides its services only in the Tver territory, then the coordinates of this city must be indicated. An example of such a macro: party and true writing if the objective is at its party or raid, respectively. Variables Modifier While keyboard modifiers can only be Shift, Ctrl or Alt, there are also a set of system variables that
can also be used as conditioning modifiers. Yes you Below the modifier boton or is out of party, the macro will throw arcane intellect in a friendly objective or itself. The use only applicable to spells such as arcana missiles, life drainage, mental failures, etc., when the cast begins, the spell manifests its effect over time. This is a macro with which you
can apply any skill of your character without changing the objective, but as a rule, they are control skills such as: fear, stunning, fat, that is, any control in a memorized objective ... / / Petfolow , his pet follows it and also stops attacking if necessary. As an example, consider the situation with the placement of an unproven ad. Mistal actions at a general
click, cannot use a spell by clicking on a macro. /Bash of Casto Escuro; Defensive posture note: the "no" prefix is applied to all the condition and its parameters. Your character can be selected with the identification of "player" and your pet with "pet". This macro will tell each player in his raid to change his goal if he has the same goal as you. Every
time the toad should be updated, the magician only needs to press the macro boton: /Issue [@focus] In addition to the keyboard shortcuts, there are commands /focus and /Clearfocus Slash. People are now hunting with them. The posture is a general tune used for warriors, druids, pãcaros, priests and shamans. The form is another name for a shelf.
Therefore, the power of Paladin Auras and DK, as well as the aspects of the hunters, are not considered positions. , where n is the number of all its racks, defines one of the racks. Druida: 1 - Bear shape, 2 - Acuatica form, 3 - cat shape, 4 - travel form, 5 - moon form or transformation: life of life, 6 pages. Actionbar (bar) 1.5.12. Boredom. The use of the
world allows you to find the objective target that lives within 500 meters radius of the advertiser location. But, /stopmacro gives additional flexibility by stopping other commands that we could add, such as warnings with You can also change its objective and focus, giving the effect of two objectives that changes between: /Cleartarget /Clearfocus
/target focus /Cleartarget /targetlasttarget /Focus target /targetasttart the first two lines clean the objective and /or approach if it is N dead (if you really want to monitor the death of multiple objectives, for example, to resurrect or take away elements, then you must eliminate these lines). In the field of economy, this concept is used to refer to
financial and state -owned policy. equivalent to . The second is the previous friendly goal, and the third is the previous hostile. If you do not find any condition on the list, then there is no way to verify it and perform the necessary actions in combat. Write spells and elements exactly when you see names in your information about tools. So, if you ever
want to say something just after you really launched the spell, then you can use the complement after this time, which will make the next bar of bar it work only after launch the spell. Today we see that in Wow everything is adorned and adorned. If not, (again there is no objective, or the objective cannot be given) nothing is done more, since there are
no more conditions. In general, any ability. Some of them may seem in ostile at first glance, but in combination with macro options in section 2, they can be great. You can strongly write a macro to feed your pet: /cast pet feed /use 0 1 The bags are numbered from 0 to 4 from right to left (0 is always a backpack), and the cells are numbered From 1
from left to right, from top to bottom (such as reading): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ã ¢ â‚¬ ... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 â‚¬ ... finally, finally, I hurry to inform that /use and use the same job the same. The files must follow the same requirements as the For the interface. Without parameters it coincides with any spell, but you can also use an arbitrary list of spell names
to verify. Be careful with the configuration of buttons in their macros. Part 3: more more 2.1. Personalized icons 2.2. Store macros in multiple computers What are macro options? Otherwise (it does not have an objective, or cannot launch a friendly spell in the current objective), the failure results in the following condition. N = 1,2,3,4 or 5. For
example, if you write instead of, the macro will give you an error. Why do snow storms no longer update what they have in mind)? â € Â € ‹ It is then when they will give the price again! Everyone who left for some reason will want to show interism. If not, then nothing happens, because conditions no longer exist. N = 1,2,3 or 4. mounted, swimming,
flying, indoors and exterior 1.5.17. As with /cast, the most common notation uses the name of what you want to launch: /use greenteriderriderriderr there are also several other forms of this command. We have already seen a couple of simple examples of how to use them, but it is still necessary to cover them with more detail. 1.2. Commands that
allow 1.3 options. 1.4. General description of syntax 1.4.1. General syntax options 1.4.2. Syntax for conditions 1.4.3. Empty parameters 1.4.4. Empty states 1.4.5. With parameters of unit 1.5. Conditional jumps 1.5.1. Complete list of conditions 1.5.2. Help and Daã ± O 1.5.5. POST Modifier (mod) 1.5.7.1. Variables Modifier 1.5.8. Botine (BTN) 1.5.9.
Equipped (used) 1.5.10. If the condition is met, the update is applied and the macro moves to the next line. There is a general illustration of the syntax for a condition, and all in the support supports "" is optional. 1. To achieve the last effectiveness of directed advertising, experts recommend using a combination of several techniques. Geo directed
This variety is considered the most common directed. "Partyn", the fare member of the party, excluding her character. Macro behavior if you are The left click will disassemble, unless we are in flight. Type /cast, the most used in macros command. The magician can choose who ovir and remember this goal. If the boton lies to a macro that contains, for
example, a modifier, and then it turns S high. You can also use unit or names as options /focus. It allows you to access the unit assigned at any time. At the same time, developers in many cases do not allow the use of destination ID to verify the conditions directly, so you must use one or the other, depending on the situation. As soon as a set of
conditions that is true, the commands are executed with the appropriate parameters. It has a command and has a set of options. /Casto /execution for i = 1, getnumraidmembers () -1 do local u, t = "vent" .. i, "target" if unitisunit (u..t, t) and then send the Objective! Sheep ... "", "whisper", Nil, Unitname (U)) Final of the macro macro options macro
options allow you to control actions based on certain conditions and rules. A set of options begins with a point and coma and each option is separated by a "/" cut that means "or. Paper of useful uses. If it has an objective and he is dead, this option will return true. Imagine that we, for example, a priest and a magician entered the 2x2 sand against us, a
paladg and a warrior Well, it is clear that we will control the paladg We have the war and then has 20% of our that you need to control the paladg, press the change and then the macro and the sheep or the silence be applied to the paladg (if the change is not pressed, then to the war) applause, the He hits the cast of the paladm and kill the war. If
there are no conditions, then it is always considered true. Before using this tool, it is necessary to identify the objective target that is interested in the entrepreneur's offer. Daã ± O: You can launch a dava spell in the objective. /Target [@party1] has the same effect. The command for use is /use. Everyone knows that there is nothing better to leave a
guest a little hungry for him to want more. Previously, everything required what the work of the head or something and people enjoyed it. The text of this announcement contains contact information for comments. You can exchange the shield and out of hand with the following macro: /Equipslot 17 Mistors Gladiator's Cleaver; 17 SHA comb "tar
sequence of spells and elements often there are cases in which the same sequence of spells often uses (for example, opens a rotation). and vice versa. Example, the druid forms that begin with Bear, Aqua Form, Cat and Travel Form will have posture number 1 to 4. Once you find a set of conditions that is true, the command is executed with the
paragraphs Appropriate meters. Often people put a point and coma at the end of a macro, which leads to some unexpected mistakes. There are two mounted access keys associated with the approach, the objective and restoration objective are remembered. Here is the same as, and it is possible to use conditions such as verifying whether in rack 3 or
not shelves. To start, point to the mafia and the type /approach. "Player": the player himself. Who is it interesting to play And knowing that everyone can do this. Fortunadament E, you can make macros that correspond to different actions of Action Car and collaborate them in other panels. How can a ppear to the horns among readers, which, since
the horn does not Other positions, this option works in an ideal way, it is also applied to the Shadowmeld Racial Night Night Night Elves, Mage's invisibility, etc. Group: party/vent Are in the specified group type. And so, first of all, I must tell you that instead of changing, you can put ctrl or alt in ã © l, then I will understand what I mean. People who
enter, play and leave. But even then, it will be quite brutal: /launch a greater cure /cast melting of the flash /renewal of melting, but if we use the main macro to select the objective, depending on the bottle of the pressed mouse and two macros that select spells by buttons Modifiers, we can simplify the understanding of the macro. Imagine a company
that provides the "husband for an hour" service. I cannot tell you all the ins and outs of the command sequences, so I will give you my favorite guide as an example. A case of common use is to establish an objective for the control of the crowd. It was a bomb. Each of the following world has its own characteristics. /Use You can use any article of your
bags. If there are no conditions in the registry, it will always be true. Maybe something in the line of: #target party1; Player /cast of cure; Flash heal; Renew can also do something similar using /target instead of a hypothetical #target and finish the macro with the command /targetasttarget, but this makes no sense to use, which is mentioned above.
The racks in the same way in the same way as their position in the shelves/form panel. The condition means "my approach is friendly and is not dead." Comment: terms are very sensitive to cases. Some spells can be launched just one click of a boton. To determine the maximum level of user activity, it is necessary to carry out a detailed animals of the
advertising strategy. These are separate techniques, whose use allows you to select those advertising platforms that have a comén thematic address with the advertiser's announcement. #1 /skill of #2 /Foundation capacity; skill and from macro application #1. The advertising of the advertising of Targettarget allows you to achieve the maximum
effectiveness from the presentation of advertisements for the of commercial products or the provision of services. Macro applications #2. It allows you to consult the monster, the player or the NPC that specifies. Unithashicleui: The objective of the macro has a vehicle interface. /Cleartarget leaves you aimless. stealth - invisible. If it is so, Flash Heal is
executed /projects, but the goal for the equipment /launch the objective of its objective is established. Vehicleui: Your character has a vehicle interface. Bonusbar: 5 - The control panel of one vehicle or other player is active. However, for customers to be interested in the service, the advertiser must specify exactly their location. The next step is to
establish time parameters. /CHANGEACTIONBAR uses a single number as its value and always changes to the página with that number. Group: Party/Raid depends on the type of group in which you are. It determines if your objective is one that can be chosen by friendly spells. All this can be done in a macro like this: /launch greater cure; Flash heal;
Renew such a cumbersome guión Salió (in fact, it is more than the slim of 255 characters). #SHOW SWIFT GREEN MECEROSTRIDER /USERANDOM EBON GRYPHON; Black Battlestrider, Swift Green Mecherastrider /Disant Macro Behavior When it is not mounted: Left click will select Ebon Gryphon if possible (Flyable Check), otherwise, the macro
will select Black Battlestrider or Swift Green Mectrostrider as a support. Nyashki, bunny and goats. It is possible that the use of this tool can significantly reduce the cost of cost, since advertising is distributed only among the people interested in the supply of the advertiser. Until Blizzard think of storing macros on the servers, you must copy the
content of the World of Warcraft \ WTF \ ACCOUNTAME folder between computers. Remember: empty option sets always return So the second empty option is passed to /petatack if the first condition was not true. Part 2: Macros options 1.1. What are macro options? The number numbers are shown in Figure: The upper accessory slot is used. After
making an advertising message, the entrepreneur begins to receive consumer requests, but most of them are residents of other regions, which becomes a significant obstruction for the sale of goods and the provision of services . From the above, we can conclude that they do not conclude that they are not concluded that they are not concluded that
we do not conclude that we do not conclude that -the directed advertising has low efficiency. Syntax illustration: /command [conditions] [more conditions] options; [Conditions] Options ... Wow is the main characteristic of Blizzard. Unit ID list: "Arena": Member of the Enemy Team of the Arena. Actionbar: 1/ã ¢ â‚¬ .../6 or bar: 1/ã ¢ âses/6 - A specific
spell bar is selected. Condiciã Like means "my approach is a friendly objective and is not dead." Comment: terms are sensitive to cases. Complete list of conditions Many of these conditions can be tested for "false" instead of "true." They are allowed to defeat Ilidan and other characters for which you play yourself. Botiners: 1/ã ¢ â‚¬ .../5/or btn: 1/ã ¢
â‚¬ .../5/- The macro is activated by the specified boton of the mouse. It is important to keep in mind that this polytic can be applied by bank organizations and individual companies. Three or maybe two years to carefully create Wow in the non -objective system. This may be an advantage or less depending on the situation. But you can specify one or
more specific racks to verify. Some examples:/ cast kara \ ___/ \ ___/ | | | Parameters | command / petattack \ ________ / v | | | Parameters (empty) | / Castsequence reset = 3dtarget imlole, corruption, scourge of agonãa, life if ___________/ \ ________________________________________________________________/ | | The macro options command parameters allow
you A set of options depending on some criteria. For example: /Cancillaura Horn of Winter /Cast Horn of Winter form salt with the exception of warriors, any kind with postures (Druids, shadow -shaped priests, pãcaros with stealth, etc.) can use /cancer to get out of way . That is, say, You must press the macro boton in succession to activate spells one
by one. In this case, these users are selected from the total consumer mass that meet the geographical criteria given. /Targetemy, /targetfriend these iteran commands on the objectives of a particular type one by one. An example of this macro is as follows: /howl of fury /molten blood fury /molten call of the selection of the target of wild objectives is
another macro comén task. Applications for macro options Many of the commands we saw in part 1 are not very ostile on their own until we use options. Pose: 0/1/2/ã ¢ â‚¬ .../n (form) The position is a commonly used t e © rmino ). Modifier: SHIFT/CTRL/ALT allows you to determine the type of element that is currently equipped. The announcement
must be brief and concise to interest the user to click the link. CONCLUSIONS (+ Video) The development of the marketing tool in consideration makes it possible for the mass of consumption only to those users who are interested â € ‹â €‹ in the supply of the advertiser. This may sound a bit confusing, so there is a macro example that combines the
concept of the two examples that you previously used: /Cast Flash Heal First, verifies the condition. Restore Target will select the memorized approach as its objective. In all the other forms, the macro will put you in the form of a spell and throw fairy fire. Previously, the complexity of this game would only attract people. How much more is the game,
the less you will have to think about, the fighting feeling disappears. By this reason, Blizzard has limited the scope of what scripts can do. When we do this, we can start using it and, therefore, remember the goal (take it into focus) and click the macro, that's all. Designated class racks: Guerrero: 1 - Stance Combat, 2 - Defensive stay, 3 - Berserker
Stance. You can't launch spells, use elements, change the spell panel or affect your goal in any way. For example: /casting aspect of the hawk /changeacionbar 1 /cast aspect of the fox /changeactionbar 2 /swapactionbar uses two days as options, and eventually exchange the bars labeled between sã. /Targetenemyplayer /targetenemyplayer1
/targetfriendplayer /targetfriendPlayer1 /targetparty, /targettraid cycles through the objectives of your group or raid one by one. Macro 1: /Click Multibarleftbutton2; Multibarleftbutton3) omitted a request for a command that allows you to establish target = for all macro options. In addition to all of the above, instead of the desired objective name,
you can use the unit ID. This will also protect all its configurations for installed accessories, but each of the accessories must be installed in each of the computers. Experts say there is a high probability that people who click on advertising links use the service or buy the product. As mentioned above, the use of orientation can significantly increase
the conversion of the resource. Previously, people entered and the game always remained in their interests. The options are specific to the command and some commands are used without them. Mounted - in the vehicle. Note: Any unqualified image will be distorted in the action bar. The next macro will not work as expected: /target [@focus, dead]
party1 wow will ignore party1 because previously specified the unit with the option. Of course, an Emome Simple command can give a sir of roles game to your game, but not more. "Objective": The current objective of the "Vehicle" player: the current vehicle of the player. For example, the following macro will always apply in his character, regardless
of what is his current objective: /use [Player] Heavy Netherweave's bandage works exactly the same as [@unit]. Spells Your game is unlikely that you write many cutting commands that could be ostile for macros. This does not mean that the nerds only thought about it, although this is This means that you understood that you will not get bored by
playing this game. Its size must be a multiple of 2 to 512 (that is, 32x32, 512x128). Some advertisers include key characteristics of their offer in their ads. My complement, macrotalk ( , adds several commands/opt ____ for each chat command, and a general command/opt that allows you to add options for other commands of insecurity. To take
advantage of the maximum, you must use macros with options. All will return to Wow! All players, without exception, need to know that it is a focus macro in World of Warcraft, why it exists and how to use it. The task of the advertiser is to choose a specific time permit during which the announcement will be shown. He will launch a flash of light in
the unit under his mouse. In other words, if you have not used a macro for n seconds, then the next time you use it, start with the first spell on the list. After that, the system will automatically select sites that coincide with these criteria. The first Autocast turn, the second goes out. The macro forks using /click, say that we want a boton that chooses
between three spells depending on the change modifier, the Ctrl modifier or no modifier, and two different objectives, depending on whether the mouse was clicking on the mouse or Right click. /Petpassive, /Petdefensive, /Petagressssses Set The behavior of your pet, as well as the buttons in the pet bar. Published on 07/15/2018 the Rmino
"orientation" has several key meanings. The most important of them are the following: /Petattack makes the pet attack their goal. It allows you to launch any spell from your spell book or the spell of your pet. Flyable: it is allowed to fly in the area flying, in a mounting / in the air and in the air. Note no the same as. Condition syntax Each set of
conditions is a regular list separated by commas. If you have approach, it will return true. Using this world of It allows you to increase the volume of sales of commercializable products or the demand for the service offered. The use of this world allows you to select an audience according to the following criteria: the consumer audience will be selected
according to these parameters in function of the analysis of the social media database. And now they pressed the buttons on the raid or elsewhere. Scripts are a very powerful tool that can solve many problems. You can take advantage of the command sequence system in your macros with the command /execut or /script. includes. The use of
orientation allows you to increase the conversion of the resource attracting the objective target. The objective approach, as can be assumed, uses its current approach as an objective. Near "relaxed", where are innovation? A general illustration of a single condition, where everything in the "â € °" supports is optional: [condition >>>] a simple example
that uses the shield party in the defensive and combat posture to a defensive position if you are in Berserker Posture. There are many different advertising exchanges that allow advertisers to choose any category to place their ad. This also establishes the range of action cells that replace the página 1 of the main action bar. /EquipSlot uses the
inventory groove ID and the name of the element to move the element to the specified slot. Why use a macro when you can put magic on the panel? The wizard can choose a monster to become a sheep as its approach. If the condition is fulfilled, then throw the word of the shadow: pain. For example, we would like to interrupt a spell given in such
cases, but not interrupt others. Are limited to a "safe" command set. 1K views. If you make a macro like this: /launches greater cure, it will work as it should, regardless of the established as "use oneself." Reading 8 min. / Petstay the pet stops until she receives another command. As a general rule, more than seventy percent of Internet users are
active in the afternoon. afternoon. /Petattack [@focus, Daaves]; Let's analyze the macro. Other commands /guidance assistance by Sã Solo, this command selects the objective of the objective. Stories as they will not have told themselves. And follow the examples of this guide exactly. It would mean "anything except shelf 1 or 2". If your macro is
activated by pressing a keyboard shortcut, the condition will always be true. Namely, be in BLP format or files of the 24 -bit TGA alpha channel/24bit + TGA. For example: /Petautocaston Torment /Petautocastoff Torment /Petautocasttoggy Toggy Auto-Casteing Pet spells. Actionbar: 1/ã ¢ â‚¬ .../6 (bar) The default interface provides a series of pages
for the action bar. It makes your pet attack your approach if you can give yourself and do nothing otherwise. The ID of the unit is a way to identify a specific character, MOB, NPC. The example of a simpler macro: /Shadow punish: pain this macro will place a word of pain of pain in its objective. The use of this world allows you to involve only the public
objective interested in buying the products or services announced. Random spells and elements /Castrandom and /userandom allow you to launch a random spell from the list. The most common approach function is to assign a control objective (sheep, toad, etc.). Personalized icons If you want to use custom icons for your macros, you must place them
in the World of Warcraft \ interface \ icons (previously believe it, if there is none). I will use real examples using real options. The abbreviation occurs in paraitions. Once the last spell has been thrown, the macro returns to the top of the list. Equipped: o Used: - Type of element used (: It can be an inventory slot, element type, element subtype). But in
my opinion, instead of making Poof Dota and table cards, one could gather the effort to move on to a new level. When visiting the networks SPECIFIC MANUFACTRY. Dress Articles There are three commands to equip an element: /equip, /Equipslot and /Equipset. Most of the times is used to mount a random support. For example, you can place "no" in
front of a condition, and the condition becomes the opposite. You can even choose the same image for your macro as the magic itself. As used, wow will go to the equipment /approach. Warcraft 3 people only from afar they familiarized themselves with the world and its characters, many stories were told and we observed from above. The use of
orientation can significantly increase the conversion of the resource. The macro will be seen: /Castsequence Berserker, ice cream neighbor it's happening. The following sections will join any loose hair and, I hope, inspired him to do his own research. Well, since in the first case, you must put your ability (twice) instead of "capacity" that you want The
consumer mass. Internet is one of the most effective communication channels with potential clients. For example, it means "in any posture" (an ã ostile tide for classes with positions and forms, except the warriors, who are always in one of the positions). Some conditions have their own set of parameters. If used instead of, the macro will throw an
error. Macro ã ºtil in PVP. Therefore, the condition will work exactly the same as. The conditions can be written in any order, but [@unit] always comes before all conditions. Tell me to give you an example immediately: this macro will emit a renewal of a friendly goal and a word of shadow: pain in a hostile one. For /Castsequence immolate,
corruption, scourge of agonãa, Drene Life hastened to notice that if the immolate did not launched Any reason (lack of manner, out of rank, silence), then the macro will remain at the same point. The next action will be the right writing guarantee of the spell: while writing the macro, open your spell book and change + click on the desired ability. For
example, such a macro will not work as it should: /target party1 wow will ignore the party paragraph since we have already established the objective. If the objective under the mouse is hostile or simply does not exist, the macro will behave as a normal /molten light command and will make a spell in its objective, taking into account the options for self
-esteem skills in the adjustment interface. General description of the syntax understand how macro options can be a terrible disaster, so you will take advantage of an early opportunity to explain its general concept. Syntax for conditions Each of the sets of conditions is a simple list separated by commas. This gives you a solution of a boton for the
control of crowds of the approach. This world is used by the majority of electronic businessmen. /Targetparty /targetparty1 /targetraid /targetraid 1 pet management as already mentioned, you can use /launch to launch your pet's skills. You have a command and a set of options for it. Bassically, you can imagine the command /cast with a spell as a
macro option, in a single entry without conditions. By the same group: party/vessel This option allows you to determine as a group of group is a member. It was an innovation. Combat - In combat mode. It helps to protect them from eliminating the sheep from the mafia. /Cast can launch elements and use can launch spells. Click on the right bot of a
macro will always select one of the meconic chickens. This means that if you use /target that you commit and an objective with that name is close, what Imagine a company that operates in the territory of Krasnodar, but presents an announcement that will be shown to residents of all Russia. Without it, the posture posture spell will be shown possible.
It is important to keep in mind that other visitors of these sites will see different ads that coincide with their history of Bãºqueda. According to experts, this world allows you to spend the money destined to promote the product in the most efficient way. Now it is interesting to meet with the behavior of your battle (micro). Empty conditions sometimes
need a command that uses skills in the correct conditions in a specific objective, but normally behaves if the conditions are not true. There are macros in sã, or there are well 2 of them. "Bossn": the active chief of the current encounter, if available. Every time you use a macro, you will activate the spell or current element. There is: the objective exists.
The approach simply is to say "memorize a goal", but then you say that it is already focus. For those who do not understand how it works, you will describe an example. Patch 2.0 aimed to eliminate all the old "smart macros" of the game that allowed people to play spam to a boton. Let's call a tank (it has a sword and a shield), and the second - dps
(two hands). The information about tools in the spell will inform you if it is instant or not, but to find out if you have a GCD, you will need to use special sites like Wowhead. "Raidn" is a member of the raid. He can be divided into multiple lines for clarity and stripped redundancy to save space. The type of element can be the number of the inventory
slot and, in fact, the type or subtype of the element. Outdoor: outdoors. The postures are only applicable when a certain ability can only be used in one of the postures/forms. They work exactly as /targetfriend and /targetenemy, except that they only go to the while ignoring any person controlled by the computer (NPCS, Mobs, PET, minions). Dynamic.
Before the list of spells, spells, Define the conditions to restore the sequence to start over. N = 1, 2, 3, ã ¢ â‚ Night, 25. Organize a raid. And finally, the macro launches the Polymorph spell in your approach. Macros allow you to combine many commands, so they are so ostile. Fiesta and Rodada 1.6. Applications for Macro 1.6.1 options. Using Focus
1.6.2. Macro forks using /click 2. You can use multiple /executions in the same macro. For example: /aftercast /p Click the portal to invoke %t. Now verify if an attack spell can be launched on the goal. As with /targetemy, you can use the option "1" to change the direction. Remember that a set of empty options will always be considered "true", so if the
first condition fails, the empty option will be used. N = 1, 2, 3 or 4. /Foundation update; Word Shadow: Pain When you use a macro, the condition is verified. For example: /Castsequence Reset = 10 /Shift Spell 1, another spell, any element that can write a macro that uses spells of two different sets that must be used together, but each separate set
cannot be used at the same time as the others ( For example, accessories with the same confrontation). /Targetexact points to a unit with exactly the specified name. An increase in conversion contributes to the promotion of the site within the BãºSqueda engine. For example: /Castrandom Swift Green Momostrider, Black War Momostrider, convene
Doomsteed Attack Change your goal and start attacking it: /Startackack Ashmane Jabalã stops attacking: /Stopattlesh The spell bar pages: /changeactionbar and /swapationbar. You can use multiple conditions at the same time. As well, it is generally better to write in Mayãºsculas. Wow has become an old grandmother who, due to despair, tinea
pãºrpura. Give me Once you don't need to have the of the one to whom you want to apply the ability of those who want and maintain the macro in the objective will continue to function. The focus objective establishes its focus on its current objective (it also restores the approach if it does not have a goal). In the most simple case, as mentioned earlier,
it means that it is in any of the reefs/forms. /Cast! Stealth /Cast! Mass Dispel /Cast! Sot use Focus Focus is a unit ID, as well as Target, Player or Raidpet1Target. Therefore, in patch 2.3, the command /targetexact was introduced to solve this problem. /Petautocaston, /Petautocastoff, /PetautocasttoGGLE These commands control the automatic passage
of the spell of their pet. Consider at least the dynamics of the dragon nest game. Each set of conditions is locked in square supports. supports.
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